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What is Interactive Teaching?

• Interactive teaching is an approach to education that prioritizes active 
engagement, two-way communication, and active participation between 
teachers and students.



Principles of  Interactive Teaching

• Student engagement: It involves capturing students' interest and 
involvement in the learning process.

• Two-way communication: It fosters open dialogue, where students and 
teachers exchange ideas, questions, and feedback.

• Active participation: It encourages students to be actively involved in their 
own learning through discussions, activities, and hands-on experiences.



Advantages of  interactive teaching for ESL 
students

• Improved language skills: Interactive teaching enhances language 
acquisition by providing opportunities for real-life communication.

• Greater retention of  information: Engaged learners tend to remember and 
apply what they've learned more effectively.

• Enhanced critical thinking skills: Interactive activities stimulate critical 
thinking, problem-solving, and creative expression in ESL students.



Interactive teaching techniques that can be used for ESL 
(English as a Second Language) instruction

• Role-Plays and Simulations: Encourage students to act out real-life scenarios such as 
ordering food in a restaurant, making a hotel reservation, or participating in job 
interviews.

• Group Discussions and Debates: Promote active participation and critical thinking by 
having students discuss various topics, share their opinions, and engage in debates.

• Peer Teaching: Encourage students to teach a concept or topic to their peers. This 
reinforces their own understanding and promotes collaboration.

• Collaborative Projects: Assign group projects where students work together to 
complete tasks, such as creating a travel brochure, writing a story, or conducting 
research.

• Games and Interactive Activities: Incorporate language learning games like Bingo, 
Jeopardy, word puzzles, and board games to make learning fun and engaging.

• Storytelling: Have students create and share their stories or narratives, which can 
enhance their language skills and creativity.

• Role Rotation: Rotate students through different roles within a group activity, ensuring 
everyone has a chance to participate and lead.

• Realia: Use real-world objects, artifacts, or materials to bring authenticity to lessons, 
helping students connect language with everyday life.

• Scenarios and Problem-Solving: Present students with language-related challenges or 
scenarios that require them to think critically and solve problems.

• Jigsaw Reading: Divide a text into sections and have different groups read and 
summarize their sections, then share their findings with the class, encouraging 
comprehension and collaboration.

• Picture-Based Activities: Use pictures, images, or visual aids to stimulate 
discussion and vocabulary development.

• Online Quizzes and Polls: Incorporate digital tools to create quizzes and 
polls for instant feedback and engagement.

• Language Exchanges: Connect your ESL class with native speakers 
through language exchange programs or virtual meetups to practice 
conversational skills.

• Music and Songs: Use English songs and music to improve pronunciation, 
rhythm, and vocabulary. Create activities around song lyrics.

• Video Clips and Multimedia: Show short video clips, documentaries, or 
animations to enhance listening comprehension and spark discussion.

• Story Building: Begin a story and have students take turns adding to it, 
encouraging creativity and storytelling skills.

• Guest Speakers: Invite guest speakers, native English speakers, or experts to 
share their experiences or expertise with the class.

• Field Trips or Virtual Tours: If possible, organize field trips or virtual tours 
to English-speaking environments or cultural centers to provide real-world 
context.

• Task-Based Learning: Design lessons around specific tasks or projects, 
where language learning is a means to achieve a goal, such as planning an 
event or solving a problem.

• Think-Pair-Share: Ask students to think about a question or topic, pair up 
with a partner to discuss their thoughts, and then share their ideas with the 
class.



Ways to incorporate technology into your ESL 
lessons

• 1. Online Language Learning Platforms:
Utilize language learning apps and websites like Duolingo, Rosetta Stone, or Babbel for additional practice and interactive lessons.
Encourage students to complete daily language exercises or challenges on these platforms.

• 2. Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR):
Use VR and AR applications to create immersive language learning experiences. Students can explore virtual environments where they need to communicate in English.
For example, students can use VR headsets to simulate ordering food in an English-speaking restaurant or navigating an English-speaking city.

• 3. Interactive Language Software:
Invest in language learning software that offers interactive lessons, quizzes, and activities.
These programs often provide immediate feedback to students, allowing them to track their progress and identify areas for improvement.

• 4. Multimedia Content:
Incorporate multimedia resources such as YouTube videos, podcasts, and TED Talks into your lessons.
Use these materials to expose students to authentic English accents and real-life language usage.

• 5. Virtual Language Exchanges:
Connect your ESL class with native English speakers for virtual language exchange sessions.
Platforms like Tandem, HelloTalk, or Skype can facilitate these exchanges, allowing students to practice conversational skills.



Ways to incorporate technology into your ESL 
lessons

• 6. Online Collaborative Tools:
Utilize online collaboration tools like Google Docs, Google Slides, or Microsoft Teams for group projects and collaborative writing 
assignments.
These tools enable real-time collaboration and peer feedback.

• 7. Language Learning Games:
Incorporate language learning games and quizzes into your lessons using platforms like Kahoot!, Quizlet, or Quizizz.
Games make learning fun and can be used to review vocabulary and grammar.

• 8. Language Learning Apps:
Recommend language learning apps like Memrise, Anki, or Quizlet to your students for vocabulary practice and flashcards.
These apps often offer customizable study sets.

• 9. Online Language Communities:
Encourage students to join online language learning communities and forums.
Sites like Reddit's r/languagelearning or language exchange platforms like Speaky can provide opportunities for language practice and cultural 
exchange.

• 10. Interactive Whiteboards and Educational Software: -
If  you have access to interactive whiteboards or tablets, use them to create interactive lessons. - Educational software like SMART Notebook 

or Promethean ActivInspire can be effective tools for in-classroom interactive teaching.



Tips and advice for ESL teachers 
• 1. Create a Positive Learning Environment:

Foster a classroom atmosphere that is welcoming, inclusive, and non-judgmental. ESL students should feel comfortable expressing themselves.

• 2. Set Clear Learning Goals:
Define clear and achievable learning objectives for your ESL students. Help them understand what they are working towards.

• 3. Make Learning Relevant:
Relate lessons to real-life situations and students' interests. Show them how English is practical and can be used in their daily lives.

• 4. Provide Constructive Feedback:
Offer feedback that is specific, constructive, and encouraging. Focus on improvement rather than criticism.

• 5. Encourage Self-Expression:
Give students opportunities to express their thoughts and ideas in English, even if they make mistakes. Celebrate their efforts.

• 6. Use Authentic Materials:
Incorporate real-world materials like news articles, videos, and podcasts to expose students to authentic language use.

• 7. Promote Peer Interaction:
Encourage ESL students to interact with native speakers and other learners, whether through language exchange programs, discussion groups, or social events.

• 8. Vary Teaching Methods:
Use a variety of teaching techniques, including games, role-plays, group work, and multimedia resources, to keep lessons engaging and dynamic.

• 9. Set Achievable Challenges:
Gradually increase the difficulty of tasks as students progress to ensure a sense of accomplishment.



Tips and advice for ESL teachers 

• 10. Celebrate Achievements: - Recognize and celebrate students' successes, whether big or small, to boost their confidence and motivation.

• 11. Be Patient and Supportive: - Understand that language learning is a process that takes time. Be patient with students and provide emotional support when needed.

• 12. Provide Additional Resources: - Offer supplementary materials, such as online resources, apps, or books, that students can use for extra practice and self-study.

• 13. Encourage Self-Assessment: - Teach students how to self-assess their language skills, set their own goals, and track their progress.

• 14. Individualize Instruction: - Recognize that each student learns differently and at their own pace. Tailor your teaching methods to accommodate various learning 
styles.

• 15. Involve Parents and Guardians: - Keep parents or guardians informed about their child's progress and encourage their involvement in their language learning 
journey.

• 16. Provide Cultural Insights: - Offer insights into English-speaking cultures to help students understand cultural nuances and become more confident in their
interactions.

• 17. Maintain a Growth Mindset: - Emphasize the importance of a growth mindset, where mistakes are seen as opportunities for learning and improvement.

• 18. Offer Support Services: - Connect students with support services, such as tutoring or counseling, if they are facing specific challenges that affect their learning.

• 19. Create a Sense of Belonging: - Help ESL students feel like they belong in the school community by involving them in extracurricular activities or clubs.

• 20. Seek Feedback: - Regularly ask for feedback from students about what is working well and where they may need additional support or resources.




